Beluga Management

Jan 6-28

Inukjuak LNVIK

Public hearing

- For Hudson Strait, if no funding to travel, Inukjuak oppose the management.

- Inukjuak supports the Long Island Pilot Project by NMRWB

- Inukjuak also support Quatag's Resolution to oppose Quota's

- Inukjuak is prepared to put DFO to supreme court over Beluga Quota to the Federal Government

- Traditional knowledge should be considered as part of the management plan

- Inukjuak would like to manage their beluga hunt with their traditional knowledge

- Inuit hunters depends on a Wildlife to have food on their table everyday. Since Nunavik is the highest paying taxes in the rest of Canada

- Look in to Inukjuak Population 1800 + before the management plan & the Nunavik Population
Long island project-hunting camp

Hello everyone:
We are happy to see this project being prepared, we fully support this idea of setting up camps in order for the hunters to hunt safely in long island, due to regulations we have no choice but to travel far to harvest belugas and if this project is approved we have a safer route and a safer place to harvest, the board agreed to fully support this project and happy that it is being discussed, sorry to make you wait so long for this support letter, we look forward to hear more from you about this project, if you need more information please let us know.

Jobie Oweetaluktuk
President of LNUK of Inukjuak
August 14th, 2019

Anguviraapik / LNUK (HFTA)

Inukjuak

Thoughts and suggestions of Inukjuak Board members

1) To be able to hunt Beluga anywhere except for closed areas

2) To be able to follow Beluga in closed areas (to catch when out of closed areas)

3) We do not want to count Beluga harvested in Long Island

4) To have the same numbers of allowable take in each community (In support of Quaqtaq)

5) To be updated every month of allowable take of each community

Present: Charlie Elijassiapik, Lazarusie Tukai, Jobie Oweetaluktuk and Paulu Palliser

For more Information: Bailey Mina

AnguviraapikLnuk@hotmail.com

Phone: 1(819)254-8822 ext: 233

Fax: 1(819)254-8779